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Abstract—A number of companies are trying to migrate large
monolithic software systems to Service Oriented Architectures.
A common approach to do this is to first identify and describe
desired services (i.e., create a model), and then to locate portions
of code within the existing system that implement the described
services. In this paper we describe a detailed case study we un-
dertook to match a model to an open-source business application.
We describe the systematic methodology we used, the results of
the exercise, as well as several observations that throw light on the
nature of this problem. We also suggest and validate heuristics
that are likely to be useful in partially automating the process
of matching service descriptions to implementations in existing
applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large number of organizations are saddled with monolithic
applications that combine too many different independent
functionalities. Many of these organizations are in the process
of migrating these applications to a Service Oriented Archi-
tecture (SOA) [1], [2], with the goal of improving the main-
tainability of the applications, the reuse-ability of individual
functionalities within the applications, and the potential for
integration with other applications. A common approach to this
is to start with an analysis of the business domain, identify the
important business processes, and use these to create a model
of the required services. [3]. Once the SOA domain model
is finalized, it is realized by either writing new code, using a
third party implementation, or reusing matching portions of the
existing monolithic implementation and wrapping them into
services. For large business systems that run into millions of
lines of code, realizing the services by writing new code is in-
feasible. On the other hand, using a third party implementation
is not always possible. While it may be possible to find third
party implementations of very commonly used services such
as sales, locating domain specific services or core business
services would be difficult. Even when a third party service
resembling the required service has been identified, the degree
of matching and compatibility with other proprietary in-house
services is an important factor. Therefore, it is generally agreed
that the key to successful migration to SOA is the ability to
reuse the functionality already implemented in the existing
system.
However, given an abstract service description, locating
parts of the source code in the existing system that implements
that service is not easy, and has been a challenge for the SOA
research community [4]. There are several reasons for this.
In large monolithic systems, generally the source code runs
into millions of lines of code making it hard to understand
and search. Moreover, knowledgeable developers might have
left exacerbating the problem of locating relevant portions
of code. Systems documentation is sparse or in some cases
non-existent. There is often a lot of code serving utility
purposes (i.e., “plumbing code”), that gets in the way of
matching core business services to their implementations. The
most challenging aspect of this problem, however, is that the
terminology used at the level of business process is likely to
be different from the one used at the code level to name files,
variables and functions.
For of all these reasons, manually identifying parts of
code that implement a given service is infeasible for large
systems with thousands of files. At the same time, almost
all practitioners we talk to agree that a completely auto-
mated approach is unlikely to yield good results due to the
complexity of the problem. Therefore, we believe, a semi-
automated approach where a knowledgeable developer follows
a clear methodology with tool support is the way forward.
Even here, it is not clear what methodology or heuristics a
developer ought to follow while attempting to identify whether
an abstract service has been implemented in the source code,
and if so how. What would be very helpful is a detailed,
real-life case study of the problem of matching a model of
services to an implementation. Such a study would identify
the challenges in this problem, suggest a road-map of specific
technical problems to solve in order to arrive at solutions,
and come up with some initial results towards a solution.
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there are no case
studies of this nature reported in the literature.
The goal of this report is to address these issues. We carry
out a detailed case-study to identify (a) the feasibility of and
challenges in this problem, (b) the characteristics of a good
match between a model and an implementation, and (c) fea-
tures in code and heuristics that are most suited to (partially)
automate a solution to this problem. In our case study, we
began with a structured list of service descriptions in the ERP
domain provided to us by practitioners, and attempted to match
these in the source code of an open-source Java-based ERP
system called JAllInOne. We first manually located portions of
code in JAllInOne that implemented the given services in the
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most precise manner possible. We then designed some semi-
automated heuristics that we hypothesized would help partially
automate a solution to the problem, and evaluated them against
our (ideal) manual matching. These set of heuristics, imple-
mented as tools, can assist a developer in matching service
implementations in abstract service descriptions to the existing
code.
The contributions of this work are:
• A detailed manual methodology for mapping a model to
an implementation. We believe ours is the first approach
to match a real domain model to a real application to the
fullest extent possible. Another novelty is the way we use
code features to find matches for services, and then use
the GUI to validate our matches.
• We describe our experiences during the matching, show
representative results, highlight challenges, say what
works and what does not work, and justify the strengths
of our proposed methodology.
• We present several observations about the structure of the
application we analyze (which is typical of monolithic
business applications in many ways), that are likely to
be useful to researchers and practitioners working in this
area.
• We present a set of automated heuristics for model to
code matching, that could be useful in partially automat-
ing the matching problem. We validate them against our
earlier mentioned manual study, and identify which ones
among them work well and which ones do not work so
well.
The rest of this report is structured as follows. We describe,
the real-life model as well as the application that we use for
our case study in Sec. II, goals, challenges and overview of the
case study in Sec. IV, and step by step manual methodology
used in the case study in detail in Sec. V. Make some
observations that came out of the case study in Sec. VI.
We propose and evaluate certain heuristics for the matching
problem in Sec. VII. We survey related work in Sec. VIII,
and mention directions for future work in Sec. IX. Finally, we
conclude in Section X with a summary of our contributions,
as well as potential takeaways from these for Infosys.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL AND APPLICATION
A. The model
The key artifacts used in our case study were a model and an
application. The model was created independently by domain
experts in a major global software services company, and is an
English language description of a representative set of services
required in the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) domain.
A service is a user-recognizable high-level functionality. A
subset of the model is shown in Fig. 1. In the model each
service has a name and a description; often the description
is very brief, and does not contain much information beyond
what is implied by the name. As can be seen, services are
grouped into collections, and collections into groupings (there
are other collections within the Sales Execution grouping that
● sales-execution [Grouping]
Manage Sales Order In  [Collection of services]
[Items below are services]
 Change Sales Order  
 Change Sales Order Item  Request to and confirmation from the Sales Order 
Processing to change a Sales Order Item
 Change Sales Order Item Schedule Line  A request to and confirmation from Sales 
Order Processing to change a schedule line of a sales order item
 Check Sales Order Creation  Query-and-response operation that communicates with 
Sales Order Processing to establish whether a sales order can be created with given 
data
 Update Sales Order  
 Check Sales Order Update  
 Create Sales Order  A request to and confirmation from Sales Order Processing to 
create a sales order.
 Read Sales Order   A query to and response from Sales Order Processing to provide 
order data.
 Read Sales Order Item  
 Read Sales Order    Query to and response from Sales Order Processing to read a 
sales order.
 Find Sales Order Item Basic Data by Elements   Find Sales Order Item by 
assignment to WBS element
 Cancel Sales Order  
 Confirm Sales Order  
  Find Sales Order Basic Data by Buyer and Basic Data Query to and response from 
Sales Order Processing to retrieve basic data about sales orders, restricted 
according to customer and basic data.
Fig. 1. A fragment our domain model
Model UI Model ↔ UI Model ↔ code
match match
Groupings 10 11 4 -
Collections 48 94 9 9
Services 191 ˜256 34 36
Fig. 2. Statistics about the manual matching
are not shown in the figure). A service collection refers to a
set of services acting on a common entity, and differing only
in their action on the entity. For instance, Fig. 1 shows the
service collection Manage Sales Order In (referred to hereafter
as “Sales Order,”) containing several services that pertain to
different actions on sales orders. It is possible for multiple
collections to be based on the same entity. A grouping is
a set of service collections acting on related entities. For
instance, the sales-execution grouping shown in the figure
contains other collections such Manage Customer Returns
In and Ordering Out. Examples of other groupings in the
model are Account Management, Demand Fulfillment, and
Demand Planning. Fig. 2, column 2, shows the total number
of groupings, collections, and individual services in the model
we use.
As stated in the Introduction, a domain model such as this
one plays a very important role in any exercise in identifying
service implementations from an application. The model helps
fix both the exact nature of services sought, as well as their
granularity. Approaches that do not use a domain model are
likely to find services that are too fine grained or too coarse
grained for the requirement in hand. Also, matching against a
model makes it trivial to assign meaningful names to identified
service implementations, which is very useful for the usability
of the inferred services.
The model used in this study is a subset of the full model de-
veloped by domain experts (the subset model is summarized in
Column 2 of Fig. 2), as we were not aware of the full model [5]
  
Service Collections
OpenSwing Controller
Customer SalesOrder Supplier
`
Client
OpenSwing Data Access Layer
Application Server
Fig. 3. JAllInOne architecture
(having 657 collections) at the time of this study. Our part
of the model does not capture most of the functionalities of
the business domain e.g., services corresponding to customer
relationship management, employees, administration, etc.. On
the other hand, matching of the subset of the full model,
made our study more tractable, and therefore we could do
focused analysis of matching service descriptions with their
implementation in the application code.
We looked at openly available models also provided by OA-
SIS group (ebxml documents) [6]. But the ebxml documents
contain very coarse grain services, each of which is equivalent
to a set of collection. Due to this we could not use the ebxml
documents.
III. THE APPLICATION
For our study we use the open-source application JAllI-
nOne [7], which is an ERP application designed for medium
and small-scale companies. It is developed using OpenSwing
framework [8]. The reasons why we chose JAllInOne apart
from the fact that it was open-source, are that it is in
the same domain as the model (i.e. ERP), is reasonably
well-modularized, making the manual study somewhat more
tractable, and is written completely in a single language –
Java – making it a good test-candidate to implement analysis
techniques to partially automate the problem of service mining.
JAllInOne has 1089 files (classes), contained in 258 directories
and subdirectories, with 223,241 lines of code. The version of
JAllInOne (0.9.21) used in the case study can be downloaded
from the given link [9].
The architecture of JAllInOne is depicted in Fig. 3. It
consists of a UI client, a “server” which contains the classes
that provide actual functionality, and a “controller” which
receives commands from the client and invokes appropriate
classes in the server. While analyzing the code we restrict our
attention to the server, though our study does involve running
the application and invoking its UI. Hence, whenever we talk
about classes or files in the application, we mean the classes
or files in the server.
The UI of JAllInOne is interesting, in that it can be
abstracted as a three tiered structure, in which tiers correspond
to groupings, service collections, and UI-actions (similar to the
three tiers in the model).
Next we describe the architecture of the JAllInOne UI and
an abstraction of it which is used in this study. Abstraction of
  
Sales
Agents
Contacts
Sell Orders
Sale Contracts
Retail Sales
Estimates/Offers
Invoices
Customers
Tables
Insert
Delete
Update
Find/Load
Insert
Delete
Update
Find/Load
Fig. 4. Abstract representation of a subset of the JAllInOne UI
UI helps in matching the model to UI at an abstract conceptual
level. Once we have abstract representation of the UI, we can
simply invoke the UI action corresponding to a model service
to collect its execution trace, which we use in validation phase.
We depict a part of the UI abstraction in Fig. 4. From left to
right the nodes depict a grouping (i.e., Sales), some collections
under this grouping, and services under two of the collections
(Sell Orders and Customers). The third column of Fig. 2 shows
statistics about the UI. Overall the JAllInOne UI is structured
as a set of menus.
We now describe the process of creating the UI abstrac-
tion manually. In the abstraction, the menus are referred as
groupings (e.g., the “Grouping” block points to some of the
menus in the Fig. 5(a)). Every menu item is abstracted as a
collection in the UI abstraction. Some collections in the UI are
marked “Collection” in the Fig. 5(a). When we select a menu
item the corresponding page appears, on which we find all the
available actions (in the form of buttons) for the collection. In
the abstraction, we consider only the actions that lead to server
requests. The actions (i.e., buttons) which do not make any
server request use the local information available on the client
side. Some of the actions in the abstraction, are pointed by
“Find/Load”, “Insert”, “Delete” and “Update”, etc., in Fig. 5(a)
and Fig. 5(b). The form for Insert Sell Order service is depicted
in the sub-window in Fig. 5(b) screen-shot. This form appears
on clicking the button (labeled “Insert”) corresponding to this
service. We ignore all sub-actions within an action. The result
of manually abstracting the JAllInOne UI as described above
is shown in Fig. 4.
Note that fortunately the granularity of collections and
services in the JAllInOne UI is similar to the granularity of
these elements in model. Hereafter whenever we refer to the
UI, we mean the UI abstraction, as shown in Fig. 4.
IV. GOALS OF THE STUDY, AND CHALLENGES FACED
The goals of our manual case study were to match as many
services in the model as possible to the application. We did this
task in two steps. First we matched collections in the model
to the application, since every service is an action acting upon
a business entity corresponding to a collection in the model.
For each matching collection, we identified a set of classes
in the code, which we call the collection implementation, that
implements the functionality of the collection. In the second
  
(a)
(b)
Grouping
Collection
Insert
Delete
Update a record
(On double click)
Find/Load
Fig. 5. Screen-shot of the JAllInOne UI. (a) Grouping-box points to some of the groupings (menus). Some of the collections (menu-items) are pointed to
by Collection-box. The load action in the UI-abstraction consists of the actions pointed to by Find/Load box. (b) Insert, Delete and Update.. boxes point to
the corresponding actions. Sub-window shows the form which appears on clicking the button “Insert Sell Order” (button pointed by Insert-box).
step we matched the services in the matching collection to
subsets of files contained in the collection implementation.
Our ultimate goals are modularization of system into col-
lection and service implementations, and reuse of the obtained
service implementations. Disjointness (in terms of files) is
the primary condition for modularization. Otherwise, after
modularization, the system may contain copies of a single file
in multiple modules.
Our goal was to do this matching as precisely as possible,
so we could identify (a) the feasibility of and challenges in
this problem, (b) the characteristics of good matches, and
(c) features in code and heuristics that were most suited to
(partially) automate a solution to this problem.
Our first thought was to do the matching by (a) matching
the services in the model to services in the UI (described in
Section V), and (b) executing each service in the UI, recording
the classes reached in the execution trace, and assigning these
classes to the service that was executed. We realized however,
that there were various difficulties with this approach that
made it infeasible, as listed below.
• In many cases the UI does not have sufficient features
to allow us to guess with confidence whether a certain
UI element matches a service in the model. For instance
there is a collection Vehicle Movement in the model. The
same label does not appear anywhere in the UI, but the
UI does have an element Goods Movement. It is hard
to ascertain whether the two ought to match or not. In
other words, we do not have very high confidence in
our model-to-UI matching. Whereas, in the code there
are a number of other features (e.g. names of identifiers,
comments, names of files and directories) that increase
the confidence of our matching.
• Although we earlier mentioned that the UI is organized,
like the model, in terms of groupings, collections, and
actions, in fact many of the leaf elements of the UI
are not simple services, but compositions of services
(i.e., mini business processes). For instance, when we
execute the action Insert under “Sell Orders” in Fig. 4,
  
LoadSaleDocDiscountsAction
LoadItemTypesAction
LoadItemTypesAction
LoadUserParamAction
ValidateWarehouseCodeAction
LoadCustomerAction
LoadCustomersAction
LoadPricelistAction
InsertSaleDocAction
LoadSaleDocsAction
LoadSaleDocChargesAction
LoadSaleDocRowsAction
LoadSaleDocActivitiesAction
LoadSaleDocDiscountsBean
CustomizeQueryUtil
ValidateAccountCodeAction
InsertSaleDocBean ValidatePaymentCodeAction
ValidateCurrencyCodeAction
ProgressiveUtils
SaveUserParamAction
LoadSaleDocChargesBean
EventsManager
LoadSaleDocRowsBean
LoadSaleDocActivitiesBean
Controller
Fig. 6. Execution trace of Insert Sell Order
which matches to the service “Create Sales Order” in
the model (see Fig. 1), the UI makes us select a cus-
tomer from a list of customers, an item from a list of
items, etc., in order to populate the sales order. The
fact that each UI service is actually a mini process,
is confirmed by the trace of classes that are reached
during this execution, as shown in Fig. 6. The classes
in the first column (after the Controller) get invoked
directly by the Controller, whereas the other classes are
invoked transitively (through a chain of invocations). In
our understanding only the classes InsertSaleDocAction
(called by the Controller) and InsertSaleDocBean (called
by InsertSaleDocAction) constitute the implementation of
Create Sales Order proper. Classes such as LoadCustom-
ersAction and LoadItemTypesAction are executed as part
of the composite UI action Insert Sell Orders, but in fact
match other services in the model, and should not be
included in the implementation of Create Sales Order. It
would be quite difficult to make such decisions correctly
just from the information in the trace.
• The UI does not directly expose to the user all the
services that exist both in the model and in the code.
For instance, Confirm Sales Order and Validate Sales
Order are services in the model that have a matching
implementation in the code, but do not match any action
in the UI by name. The classes corresponding to these
services are invoked implicitly as part of other composite
actions in the UI; therefore, it would be difficult to match
these classes to their respective matching services using
just the information in the trace.
• Several of the classes in Fig. 6 are utility classes, with
no business logic (e.g. EventsManager). These ought not
be included in the implementation of any collection. It
would be hard to identify and separate out such utility
classes from just the traces.
• Not all applications have a UI; for example batch pro-
cessing systems which are used in the back-end of several
existing systems. We would like our case study method-
ology and results to also extend to applications without
UIs. Hence we choose to use the UI, when available, for
validation of a model-to-code match, and to not require
a UI to be present to do the matching.
For these reasons we decided to follow the approach of
independently matching the model to the code (as described
in Section V). After matching the model to the code, we used
execution traces to validate this matching (Section V). This
entire process is summarized in Fig. 7.
The model to code matching presented its own set of
issues, namely (a) large size of the application, (b) ambiguities
in deciding the boundaries between the implementations of
different collections/services, (c) the use of terminology in the
identifiers and comments in the application that is different
from that in the model, e.g., actions (insert vs. create, load
vs. “read”|“find”, etc.), terms present in the description of
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Fig. 7. Three step approach to matching model with application.
services, some collection names (e.g., item vs. material), and
(d) the presence of a large number of non-business-logic
related (utility) classes. We describe in Section V how we
overcame these difficulties. One difficulty we did not face was
interleaving of code corresponding to different services or col-
lections within a single class. JAllInOne is well-modularized in
this respect, whereas older applications in legacy languages are
often not [10]. Since our focus was on understanding the issues
and difficulties listed above, it helped us that our application
did not present to us the additional difficulty of interleaving.
V. STEPS IN MANUAL METHODOLOGY
Step 1: Matching model to code
The goal of this part of the case study, as mentioned in
Chapter IV, is to match each collection (and within that, each
service) in the model with the code, and associate a set of
classes (or files) with each collection (and service) that has
a match in the code. We call the set of classes associated
with a collection (service) the implementation of the collection
(service). We wished to do this task as precisely as possible,
using all the features available in the code, as well as our
human intelligence, so that the results of the study would
form a basis for devising and evaluating (partially) automated
techniques. We first devised a set of necessary (i.e., minimum)
guarantees that the manual matching had to satisfy:
• The implementations of the collections are non-
overlapping (as sets of classes), and the service imple-
mentations within a collection implementation are also
non-overlapping. We have already described the reason
for this in Chapter IV.
• If a class A had only one calling class B then A is in
the same collection as B.
• If a class A was calling only one class B then B is in
the same collection as A.
The methodology we followed to match a collection C was
as follows. Firstly, identify a set of seed files for the collection
using features in the files that strongly associate it with the
collection.
Once we had seed files for collection C, we followed call-
graph edges from these files, in both directions, looking to
add neighboring files to the collection. We call the process
“expansion”, and it terminates when no more files can be
associated with collections. We verified at the end of the
process to the best of our ability that the files associated with
each collection indeed constitute the implementation of the
collection.
We now present the details of the approach summarized
above. Firstly, we enumerate certain properties of files that
we use in seed-finding and in expansion.
• P1: Accesses one or more database tables (TC) pertinent
to the collection C.
• P2: Accesses majority of the fields (attributes) of one or
more tables in TC .
• P3: Name of the file has some similarity with the collec-
tion name or a table name in TC .
• P4: Contains comments indicating its relevance to the
collection C.
• P5: Most of the callers and callees feature most of the
above properties; i.e. the file is surrounded by other files
that belong to the implementation of collection C.
• P6: The file is located in the directory where most of
other files of the specific collection are located.
A set of rules RS that a file should satisfy to be a seed file
of the collection C, is given below.
• S1: The file exhibits property P1, and
• S2: The file conforms to the majority of the other five
properties (P2 − P6), and
• S3: The file shows closer proximity (based on S1 and S2)
to the given collection C than other collections.
Similarly in expansion phase, a file was added to the
implementation of the collection C if either rules E1, E2 and
E3; or rules E2 and E4; or all four rules; were satisfied:
• E1: Satisfies some of the properties among P1 − P6.
• E2: Has close proximity (i.e., called by or calling) to
a seed-file or any other file already assigned to the
collection implementation.
• E3: Shows closer proximity (based on E1 and E2) to the
given collection than other collections.
• E4: Is not called by any of the files of any of the other
collections.
The summary of the results of allocating files to collections
using the rules mentioned above is shown in Fig. 8. We
manually determined the set of database tables TC for each
collection C at the start of the case study. In the figure, TUA
and TAM refers to the tables which can be associated to the
collection unambiguously and ambiguously, respectively. The
tables finally associated with each collection, denoted by TC ,
is got by resolving some of the ambiguities in TAM and adding
it to TUA. This is how we disambiguated the tables TAM :
among the files accessing an ambiguous table, if any of the
files also accessed any unambiguous table or if the comments
Collection Name : |TUA| |TAM | |TC | NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4 NP5 NP6 NS NE |SC |
Customer 1 1 1 14 17 28 6 0 6 6 0 6
Inbound Delivery 1 1 2 20 11 12 8 4 23 8 1 9
Material 1 4 2 39 11 52 13 1 13 7 2 9
Outbound Delivery 1 1 2 20 14 12 8 4 23 8 1 9
ProductionOrder 1 4 5 12 16 12 14 5 14 10 4 14
Purchase Order 1 1 2 19 23 22 14 8 23 12 5 17
Sales Order 1 4 2 31 20 65 19 8 32 14 7 21
Sales PriceList 2 4 2 17 20 24 6 0 11 10 0 10
Supplier 1 1 1 14 39 26 6 0 6 6 0 6
Fig. 8. Statistics of the model to code matching. TUA, TAM and TC refer to the number of unambiguous tables, ambiguous tables, and tables (after
ambiguity resolution), for each collection. NP1 − NP6 are the number of files satisfying properties P1 − P6 resp.. NS , NE and |SC | denote the number
of seed files, expanding files and total files for the given collection.
inside the file seemed to indicate its relevance to the collection
C, then we associated this table with C. If an ambiguous table
was accessed by a large number of files or if the files did not
give sufficient confidence the table was left out of TC .
Columns NP1 −NP6 summarize the number of files satis-
fying properties P1 − P6 for each collection. The number of
files we marked as seed files and files in expansion are given
in the columns NS and NE respectively. The last column |SC |
gives the number of files in the implementing set of files (SC)
associated with each collection (|SC | = NS +NE). For each
collection, the file names in the implementing set (SC) are
given in the second column of Fig. 19.
As we observe in rules S2, S3, E1 and E3, we often took
subjective decisions using our intuition to include a file in a
collection.
Once each collection was assigned a set of files, we parti-
tioned this set of files among the services in the collection.
This is often easy to do; the seed files of a service often
contain in their name or in the names of identifiers within
them the action word associated with the service (e.g. load,
create, delete). Once the seed files of each service within a
collection have been identified in this way, we expand from
the seeds and hence partition the set of files associated with
the collection among its services using a process similar to the
one described above for associating files with collections.
The fifth column in Fig. 2 summarizes the information about
the number of model elements that found matches in the code.
We now give the details of various tools used in this step.
We also use the tools used in this step during “Validation”
(Section V) and partial automation of the model to code match-
ing (Section VII-B). We built a tool over three existing tools
“DoxyGen” [11], “Graph-Easy” [12] and “GraphViz” [13].
“Doxygen” is used to generate the call graph for the appli-
cation code. It generates call graphs in pieces, i.e., a graph for
each function, containing callers and callees of this function
only. We first parsed the .dot files in the output of “Doxygen”
to get the full call-graph from the smaller call graphs. We
then constructed an abstracted call graph, in which every file
is taken as a node and the edges are among files only; i.e.,
we abstracted all functions in a file as single node. An edge
is added in the call graph from file f1 to f2, if a call edge is
found in the original call graph emerging from some function
in f1 and is incident on some function in f2. Next we remove
all nodes corresponding to and edges adjacent to any file that
is not a server file.
Illustration of model to code matching: As an example, we
depict in Fig. 9 the files we matched with the Sales Order
collection in the model (see Fig. 1), along with the files
which are in the same directory as the matching files, and
the immediate callers and callees of all these files. Each node
is a file in the implementation, and the edges are abstracted
call edges. The files without any call-edges incident are the
entry points. The dashed call-edges are ones whose other
end is outside. Each dashed call-edge in fact represents one
ore more call-edges with the same direction. The octagonal
boxes are the seed files and the double boxes are the files
obtained by expansion for the Sales Order collection. All other
files depicted in the figure are ones that were not included
in the Sales Order collection implementation. The following
examples describe a few representative cases in seed finding
and expansion process for the call graph shown in Fig. 9.
We first determined that among the 119 database
tables used in the application DOC01 SELLING and
DOC02 SELLING ITEMS are the tables most pertinent to the
  
Fig. 9. Call graph for files of sales-order collection and other files in surrounding (callers, callees and files in the same directory). Octagonal-boxes and
double-boxes refer to the seed-files and files found in expansion, respectively.
Sales Order collection (see Fig. 12 for a list of other matching
collections, and their pertinent tables); i.e., these constitute
the set TSalesOrder. Based on this determination we identified
the seed files of the collection satisfying the rules S1 − S3.
Based on these rules most of the files were easy to identify as
seed files (unambiguously), but a file “CloseSaleDocAction”
was an ambiguous seed file for Sales Order collection. Next,
we discuss the logic used to disambiguate the ambiguous
files. We do not discuss about unambiguous files, as it was
obvious to either discard or accept an unambiguous file in the
implementing files set based on the given rule sets .
The file “CloseSaleDocAction” was strong in all features
except P5. Based on the name and comment inside (“Action
class used to close a sale document...”) we considered it a
strong candidate for being a seed. It satisfied all the three
rules (S1−S3) for a seed. It however did not show very high
confidence for S3. This shows that the decision of assigning
a class to a collection in the case when all features are not
satisfied is a highly human dependent decision.
We now discuss expansion, in which we sought for the files
satisfying the rules given for expansion (i.e., E1, E2 and E3;
or E2 and E4; or all E1 −E4). In the majority of cases non-
seed files could be unambiguously placed in the Sales Order
collection based on the given rule set. Several of the non-seed
files that we have assigned to this collection are in it even
though they are connected to files outside the collection. This
was due to the preponderance of evidence to assign them to
Sales Order. A lot of files not in the collection also have “sale”
and “doc” in their name. Most of the files also are in the same
directory as all other files in this collection.
An interesting case we noticed was the file “InsertSaleSe-
rialNumbersBean”. Although it did not satisfy most of the
given features, it was called by only two files (“Update-
SaleDocRowAction” and “InsertSalesDocRowAction”), both
of which had strong correspondence with the Sales Order
collection. Therefore this file also was added to the Sales Order
implementation.
Several files were located in the same directory as the files
in the collection, but did not access any of the tables pertinent
to Sales Order collection (e.g., “InsertSaleDocDiscountsAc-
tion”, “DeleteSaleDocChargesAction”, “ValidateVatCodeAc-
tion”, “AddMovementBean”, etc.). The comments inside these
files also do not give any confidence towards their relevance
to the collection. Therefore, these files do not satisfy the rules
for being a seed file or an expanding file , and we could prune
these files unambiguously.
In some cases, like in “UpdateTaxableIncomeBean”, al-
though the name of the file gave no indication that it ought to
belong to this collection, upon closer perusal, we determined
that the file (a) accessed the table DOC02 SELLING ITEMS,
and (b) had the comment “Description: Help class used to
update all taxable incomes for all items and activities . . . for
the specified sale document . . .”. Overall this file showed good
relevance to Sales Order collection. But this file was accessing
tables other than Sales Order tables and was called by and
calling several files outside the Sales Order implementation
Model UI
Purchasing and Sourcing (A): Supply
management (2)
Purchases (A): New invoice from De-
livery notes (8), Buying orders (3), Sup-
pliers (2)
Account Management (B): Price man-
agement (4), Customer (5)
Accounting (B):
Sales Execution (C): Sales order (6) Sales (C): Sell orders (6), Customers (5),
Sale price list (4)
Warehousing and Storage (D): Warehouse (D): Out delivery notes (9)
Supply Planning: Material (1) Table: Items (1)
Procure to pay: Purchase order (3) Production: Production orders (7)
Demand Fulfillment: Production order
(7), Inbound delivery notes (8), Out-
bound delivery notes (9)
Fig. 10. Summary of model to UI matching. Each entry is of the form
Group: collections. Groups/collections with the same label match.
(i.e., showed good relevance to files outside the Sales Order
implementation). Due to all these reasons we did not include
this file in the implementation.
Step 2: Matching model to UI
The goal of matching the model to the UI is to validate the
model-to-code matching at finer level. We use the abstraction
of UI illustrated in Fig. 4 for matching the model to the UI.
We summarize the results of the model-to-UI matching
process in Fig.. 2, Column 4, as well as Fig. 10. We first
tried to match groupings in the model with groupings in the
UI. From the ten groupings in the model and eleven in the UI
(see Fig. 2) four pairs were matching. These four are shown
in the first four rows in Fig. 10 labeled A-D. For brevity, we
show matching groups and collections only in the figure. Note
that the matching groups do not have identical names; we had
to use our intuition and guess that they match.
Next, we checked if the collections within the four matching
groups matched each other. We found that only two such pairs
of matching collections (under matching groups) existed; see
Collection 2 under Group A and Collection 6 under Group C
match. The other collections under the matching groups did
not match each other. Hence, our finding is that the groups in
the UI basically did not align too well with the groups in the
model.
Next we exhaustively tried to match all remaining collec-
tions in the model (46 of them) with all remaining collections
in the UI (94 of them), and found that the seven pairs of
collections labeled as 1, 3-5, 7-9 matched. In other words,
we found a total of 9 pairs of matching collections between
the model and UI. These are labeled 1 through 9 in Fig. 10.
Note that as with groups, we had to use domain knowledge,
synonyms, as well as our intuition to find matching collections
that did not have identical names. Within the 9 matching
collections there were 46 (resp., approximately 36) individual
services in the model (resp., UI). Of these 46 services in the
model, 34 had matching services in the UI. Note that the
model to UI matching was many-to-many; sometimes multiple
model services matched a single UI element, and sometimes
multiple UI elements matched a model service. However, most
of matches were one-to-one.
Note that most of the collections in the model and UI in fact
did not match each other. This was due to following reasons.
The domain model was meant for large companies, and had
groupings such as Product Development, Supply Planning, and
Demand Planning, which had no match in JAllInOne, which
is meant for small enterprises. At the same time we were
using only a subset of the model, in which were missing
key groupings like CRM and Production, which are present
in JAllInOne. This said, the matching exercise still gave us a
lot of insight into the challenges involved in it, even though
the actual number of matches was small as a proportion of the
total model/application.
Step 3: Validation of match using execution traces
As discussed in Chapter IV, and depicted in Fig. 7, the goal
of this step is to use the model-to-UI matching we obtained
(see Section V, Step 2) to validate the model-to-code matching
(Section V, Step 1). For this purpose we first collect execution
traces corresponding to all matching UI actions. Then based
on the execution traces we decide, whether for a matching
collection validation passes or fails. Before going into details
of validation, we describe briefly the process and the tool used
to collect execution traces.
To collect traces by invoking the UI services, we used a
tool JIP (Java Interactive Profiler) [14]. JIP interacts with the
portion of the application on server side through a user defined
port. Whenever a request is made to server, it collects the trace
of all invoked functions while the request is being serviced by
server. JIP generates the output trace in the form of a text file
and an XML file.
It should be noted that the profiler collects only traces of
server side functions. The traces do not contain any function
invoked on client side. Since all functions on the server side
are invoked by controller, we find the controller also contained
in every execution trace, which we remove. We call a function
(in our abstraction, we use the file containing the function) an
entry point in a trace if no other function is calling it in the
call sequence of the trace after removal of the “controller”. We
define an entry point in the application code as a file which
is not called by any other file in the call-graph constructed
statically (see Sec. V, Step 1)
We next explain the validation criteria for a collection. For
any given collection C, let G be the set of actions in the
UI that have matched the services inside C (as per Section V,
Step 2). We execute the actions in G and save the resulting set
of execution traces E. We say that the validation for collection
C has passed if all entry points in the implementation of
C (as defined above) are reached in the set of traces E.
Intuitively, the validation determines if the entry points in the
collection’s implementation have been identified precisely, in
the sense that each one identified is indeed an entry point (is
reachable during execution from some UI action that matches
some service in the collection). We do not validate recall,
in the sense that we are not sure if all classes that ought
to be entry points of a collection are indeed assigned to the
collection. The reason for this is as follows. If every entry
point reached in the set of traces E corresponding to collection
C was part of the implementation of some collection (not
necessarily C) then clearly recall for C is 100%. However,
if some entry point e in E does not belong to any collection’s
implementation it does not necessarily imply that e ought to
have been included in collection C’s implementation. As was
discussed in Section IV, the actions in G could be composite
UI actions, that invoke classes outside the implementation of
C. Therefore e could pertain to some collection other than C,
but could remain unassociated with any collection because in
this case study we matched only a subset of the full model
with the application. Therefore given our methodology it was
not possible to validate recall.
The results of the validation were such that of the 9
collections in the model that have matches (see Fig. 10), 7 of
them passed the validation, except Sales Order and Purchase
Order (see the discrepancy in the number of services in the
model that matched with the UI, versus those that matched
with the code, in Fig. 10. The reason for this is interesting
to note. The service Confirm Sales Order in the Sales Order
collection (see the second from last service in Fig. 1) matches
a set of files in the code, but its entry point (see class
ConfirmSaleDocAction in the leftmost column of Fig. 9) does
not show up in the trace corresponding to the execution of any
UI action that matched any collection. The interesting thing
to note here is that careful investigation of validation failures
can either reflect the incompleteness of the UI wrt the model
(as in this case), or rectify problems with the model-to-code
matching or in the model-to UI matching. We notice that in
case of Purchase Order collection also, validation fails for the
same reason.
Note that while we validated the precision of all entry points
in each collection’s implementation, we did not validate the
precision of the other classes (i.e. non entry points) included in
the implementation. This is straightforward to do conceptually
(following a similar process to the one described above), but
was impractical to validate automatically due to the following
reasons: (a) UI is incomplete, i.e., a file f may very well belong
to a collection C, but may still be unreachable in any trace
generated from UI actions that match C, (b) it is difficult to
manually force the execution using UI through all possible
paths.
VI. OBSERVATIONS
In this chapter we highlight the main observations and
lessons learnt from our case study. Some of these observations
will form the basis of a heuristic matching technique we
propose in the next section. The remaining observations are
mentioned in the hope that they could be exploited in future
efforts.
A. On the adequacy of UI
As observed in detail in Chapter IV a UI cannot be a
substitute for a model for various reasons. However we found
the UI useful in several ways:
• As described in detail in Section V, by trying to match
the groups, collections, and services in the model to
corresponding elements in the UI, we obtain a quick,
rough estimate of services whose implementations exist
in the application.
• The UI is useful for validating the output of a matching
exercise.
B. Natural tiering of services
The source code modules in the application implementing
various services can be naturally classified into four “tiers” as
described below.
1) Top-level services. These are services listed in the model
whose implementing files are not called by implemen-
tations of other services.
2) Middle-level services. These are services listed in the
model whose implementing files are called or used by at
least one other service implementation in the application.
3) Bottom-level services. These correspond to a cluster of
source files whose implementation does not match any
service description listed in the model, but which also
contain business logic and either have an independent
entry point or is called by two or more service imple-
mentations in the application.
4) Utility services A cluster of source files that does not
contain any business logic and is called by two or more
services.
Fig. 11 shows some services in the Sales Order collection
classified according to these tiers. The four columns from left
to right correspond to the top, middle, bottom, and utility levels
respectively.
Benefits of four tier architecture: This tiering structure
is important as it proposes a set of natural, coarse-grained
services that are implemented in the application and that are
good candidates for adding to the model, namely the bottom-
level services.
There are other tiering structures presented in the literature,
as in work of Li and Tahvildari [15]. Their tiering architec-
ture is purely based on the structural organizations (graph
transformation and entry points), whereas the proposed tiering
architecture is based on the business concepts inherited in the
programs. Therefore, our tiering architecture is more closer to
the natural understanding of the business softwares.
C. How the model can be enriched
1) It would be useful if domain experts can provide syn-
onyms for the terms used in the model. This makes the
task of locating services easier for a human, as well as
allows the possibility of automation. As an example, we
had difficulty understanding the grouping “procure to
pay” in the model. A synonym like “purchase” would
have been helpful.
2) A domain expert can give information about terms
related to particular services. These related terms can be
used as features for quickly locating the services. For
example, “name,” “address,” “phone,” can be some of
the relevant terms to the “customer” service collection.
3) A domain expert can specify certain dependencies be-
tween service collections. For example, Sales Order is
dependent on Customer as it is likely to use customer
details, but not vice-versa. Such information can be used
to delineate source files specific to the customer service
collection, by removing from them files which access
tables related to the Sales Order service collection. We
have noted in our case-study that these relationships are
strong evidence for discriminating files corresponding to
various service collections.
D. Useful elements of the application
1) The directory structure of the application contains useful
information. Often a collection’s implementation is con-
tained in a single directory. In our case-study we found
that every matching collection (out of 9) was contained
in a single directory.
2) Database table names associated with a service col-
lection can be of great help in the matching exercise.
Unlike other code artifacts, tables are not scattered in
the application code (i.e., we can find the database
information at single place in most of the systems), and
are relatively few in number (119 in JAllInOne). Further,
database table information (like table names and fields)
are used intact or via macro expansions in the source
code, and hence are easier to track as features.
3) Much of the high level domain-specific terminology
(i.e. collection names) used in the application and the
model, was very similar. This is despite the fact that the
application and model were developed independently. In
our case-study we observed that eight out of nine col-
lection names between model and application-UI were
similar, while one pair of names (“material” and “item”)
were completely different. Similarly, for the same eight
collections a majority of the files corresponding to its
implementation had names that resembled the collection
names.
VII. HEURISTICS
In this section we leverage our observations from the case
study to propose some filters. Each of these filters takes the set
of source files in the application server side code as input, and
outputs a subset of these source files corresponding to each
collection in the model. Later, in Section VII-B, we present
a basic semi-automated approach that uses these filters and
matches the model to the code. We also evaluate the utility of
the filters and the heuristic approach by running them on the
application under study, and comparing the output with the
actual results obtained in our manual study in Section V.
A. Filters
Each filter takes a set of code features pertaining to the
implementation of a collection as a parameter and returns
the files in the application’s server-side code that have these
features. Fig. 12 shows the manually identified features of
the collections that we will make use of as parameters to
  
Create Sales-Order
Update Sales-Order
Delete Sales-Order
Load Sales-Order
Confirm Sales-Order
CloseSaleDocAction
UpdateTaxableIncomesBean
CustomizeQueryUtil
LoadSaleDocRowsBean
LoadSaleDocRowBean
ValidateSaleDocNumberAction
InsertSaleSerialNumbersBean
SaleDocTaxableIncomesBean
LoadSaleDocAction
LoadSaleDocRowsAction
LoadSaleDocBean
Fig. 11. 4-tier structure of services in Sales Order collection. From left to right, the columns are top, middle, bottom, and utility services respectively.
the filters described below. The first column of the table lists
the collections in the model for which matches were found
in the manual study. The second column of the table shows
abbreviated collection names we use in the graphs later in this
section.
1) Tables Accessed (TA) Filter: In our model each col-
lection C correspond to a business entity. Therefore in its
implementation, the database tables corresponding to this
entity are likely to be accessed. This motivated us to design
this filter which takes as parameter a set of core tables TC (as
shown in second column of Fig. 12), and returns the set of
all source files that access a table in TC . For example, for the
service collection Sales Order, TA filter returns all the source
files that access the table “DOC01 SELLING”.
Fig. 13(a) shows the performance of this filter when given
input as shown in the third column of Table 12. The set
FC of source files returned by a filter F is meant to be an
approximation of the set SC of files that actually belong to a
collection C (as identified manually in Section V). For each
filter F and collection C we record the number of “hits” (i.e.,
|FC ∩SC |), the number of “False Positives” (|FC −SC |), and
the number of “False Negatives” (|SC −FC |). The number of
false positives give us an idea of the “precision” of the filter,
while the number of false negatives gives us an idea of the
“recall” of the filter.
We note that we have incomplete recall (namely, for collec-
tions IDN, ODN, PDO, PO and SO) along with many false
positives (namely, for all collections except PDO). It should
be noted that the precision and recall of a single filter should
not be taken as the final precision and recall of the overall
approach, since each filter outputs only an approximation of
the actual implementation of a collection. We later combine
all the filters, with some human intervention, to obtain a good
semi-automated matching approach (see Section VII-B).
2) Tables Not Accessed (TNA) Filter: This filter is meant
to complement the TA filter above. We observed that the TA
filter reports many false positives – source files that access one
of the given tables TC of a collection C, but are not part of
the collection. An example of this is the CUST collection. Its
given table is “SAL07 CUSTOMERS.” However when we run
the TA filter with this table as input, it reports (among others)
source files pertaining to the Sales Order collection, since the
implementations of some services in Sales Order (for example
Create Sales Order) access the SAL07 CUSTOMERS table,
to access information related to the customer placing the
sales order. Such files, which access both, sales order table
and the customer table should correspond to the sales order
collection, and not the customer collection. We found a similar
relationship for two other collections SUPP and ITM (with
the implementation of ITM dependent on SUPP, but not vice-
versa).
The filter TNA is motivated by such scenarios. It takes
as parameter the set of tables TNAC not accessed by the
collection C, and outputs all source files that do not access
any of the tables in TNAC . Thus, in the case of the CUST
service collection above, we include “DOC01 SELLING” in
the input TNACUST to the filter.
Fig 13(b) shows the results of the TNA filter applied to the
results of the TA filter, on the application studied. As indicated
in Fig. 12 we had “tables not accessed” information for the
collections CUST, ITM, and SUPP. Note the reduction in false
positives we get for these three collections by applying this
filter.
The TNA filter is just a representative of the filters which
can be designed based on the relationships among entities
present in the domain. As we see from the results of this
Collection Name (C) Abbreviated Name Tables Accessed (TC ) Tables Not-Accessed (TNAC ) Related Words (RWC
Customer CUST SAL07 CUSTOMERS DOC01 SELLING name, address, ...
Inbound Delivery IDN DOC09 IN DELIVERY... — delivery, item, ...
Material (Items) ITM ITM01 ITEMS, .... DOC01 SELLING, .... product, item, ...
Outbound Delivery ODN DOC10 OUT ... — warehouse, item, ...
ProductionOrder PDO DOC22 PRODUCTION... — product, order, ...
Purchase Order PO DOC06 PURCHASE, ... — purchase, supplier, ...
Sales Order (Sell Order) SO DOC01 SELLING, ... — sales, customer, ...
Sales PriceList SPL SAL01 PRICELISTS, ... — price, item, ...
Supplier SUPP PUR01 SUPPLIERS DOC06 PURCHASE, .... supplier, item
Fig. 12. Manually identified features for the collections
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Fig. 13. Performance of filters TA and (TNA ◦ TA)
filter even a very basic relationship can be exploited to reduce
false positives (i.e., to increase precision). Therefore it will
be useful if domain experts could provide more information
about the relationships among the business entities.
The next three filters, described below, help mainly with
the process of “expanding” the files around the seed files to
obtain the complete set of source files corresponding to a given
collection. These filters assign a score to each remaining non-
seed file, and output source files that have a score above a
given threshold. The files in the output have high likelihood
of being pertinent to the collection.
3) Filename (FN) Filter: This filter tries to exploit the fact
that the names of source files corresponding to a collection
C are often closely related to the canonical name used in the
implementation to refer to the main entity operated upon by
the collection. For example by examining the tables in TITM
associated with the Material collection (see third row, third
column in Figure 12), we inferred that “material” in the model
is referred to canonically as “item” in the implementation.
Similarly, “sell order” is used in the implementation to refer
to “Sales Order” in the model.
For each collection C, the FN filter works by first con-
catenating the words in the canonical implementation-name
of this collection to obtain a string s, and then gives a score
to each file, which is the length of the longest substring of s
that occurs in the name of the file divided by the length of s
itself. It then outputs the files whose score is above v, where
v is a threshold parameter between 0 and 1. The canonical
implementation-name is given as a parameter to the filter, as
shown within parenthesis (wherever it differs from the name
of the collection in the model) in Column 1 in Figure 12.
Fig. 14 shows the results of the FN filter with matching
threshold values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 respectively. We note
that with a threshold value of 0.4 we get good precision and
recall.
From the results of this filter we infer that the programmers
do not use arbitrary names for various elements of application
e.g., function names, file names, variable names etc.. They use
abbreviated forms of the domain terms as part of the names of
various program entities. But we need to synchronize with the
programmers’ terminology which we can do to a good extent
by using database information as we do in case of Material
collection.
4) Table Fields (TF) Filter: The motivation for this filter is
if a large percentage of the fields of a table t ∈ TC pertinent to
a collection C are accessed in a file, but the table itself is not
accessed in the file, then the file is pertinent to the collection.
This happens, e.g., when a method in the file receives a row of
data as a parameter from another file that accesses the table,
and the method processes or prepares this row (by referring
to the fields in the row).
This filter first gives a score to each file, which is the
percentage of fields accessed of all the tables in TC . The
filter outputs source files whose score is more than a threshold
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Fig. 14. FN Filter with matching threshold values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Maximum number of files shown is 80.
parameter v.
Fig. 15 shows the performance of this filter on the applica-
tion under study.
We observe from the results of this filter that for some of
the collections at a greater percentage (i.e., 20% or more) of
total number of fields, we get fewer files. Whereas for a few
of the collections a small percentage gives a small number
of files in the output. It is because of the density of fields
i.e., if the total number of fields is very large then only a
small percentage of the fields will be accessed by a file or the
functionality, whereas if total number of fields are small then
most of the fields are expected to be accessed. Overall after
tuning the threshold for each collection to output fewer files,
we find the resulting files give moderate recall and precision.
5) Related Words (RW) Filter: The motivation for this filter
is that the occurrence of words related to a collection C’s
name in a source file is evidence that the file belongs to the
implementation of collection C.
This filter takes a set of related words corresponding to
each collection as input, as shown in the last column of the
Fig. 12. We populate the related words for the collections
manually, using domain knowledge. For example, for the
Customer collection, we may use the set of related words
like “customer,” “name,” “address,” “city,” and “country.” This
filter outputs a set of files containing some percentage of
approximately matching words.
This filter also assigns a score to each file f corresponding
to a given collection C, and then outputs the files having
score equal to or above a given threshold value v. The score
corresponds to the average number of approximate accesses
to each word in the set RWC . For calculating this value, we
first take each file f as a bag of words and matches each word
wf in the file f with every word in RWC . If the division of,
length of longest substring between wf and a word wR in
RWC , and the length of word wR, is equal to or greater than
a given threshold value u, then we increment the count of the
number of approximate accesses An to the words in RWC
by the file f . Finally score is computed by dividing the count
An with |RWC |. In our experiments we set 0.6 as the value
of u.
The results of this filter are shown in Fig. 16.
We observed that both, the precision and recall of the filter
were poor. We see a reason for this, that our set of related
keywords was small (due to lack of domain expertise), and
also that the set of related keywords was not consistent with
the terminology used in the programs.
We note an important issue regarding the filters defined
above. They all assume a file-level granularity – that is,
each source file belongs to at most one service collection.
Techniques such as concept assignment along with slicing [16]
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Fig. 15. TF Filter with threshold percentages of 15%, 20%, 40%, and 60% respectively. Maximum number of files shown is 80.
may be required to address the scenario wherein service
implementations are at finer granularities.
B. A Semi-Automated Approach
We now suggest a semi-automated algorithm, using the
filters defined above, to partially automate the procedure of
matching the model of service descriptions to the source code.
The algorithm is shown in Fig. 17.
Steps 2 to 7 of the algorithm are automated, whereas steps
1, and 8 to 10 are manual. The results we report in this section
as shown in Fig. 18 were obtained by omitting steps 8 to 10.
We used, 20%, 80% and 10% as the values of X1, Y1 and
X2 respectively, and did not use the Step 7(c). We set X3
to 70 to tune the FN and TF filters in Step 5(a) and Step
5(b). We roughly guessed this number (70) for tuning based
on (a) the possible number of collections in the application,
which we approximated based on database tables (119 tables
in JAllInOne), and (b) the application size (1089 files in
JAllInOne).
We show the overall precision and recall of the algorithm
in Fig. 18, and the actual set of files identified by it for each
collection in the second column of Fig. 19.
The precision of the algorithm ranged from 100% (for the
collection PDO) to 26% (for the collection ITM). While in-
vestigating this issue we found that most of the false positives
were passing through the FN filter. Collections ITM and SO
are the most affected in this way. In the case of ITM, the
collection name in the implementation (i.e., “items”) is small;
therefore, several irrelevant files also get approximately the
same score as relevant files. We notice a large number of
false positives in case of SO collection also, as “order” term
of “sell-order” is larger than “sell”, and matches with several
other file names containing “order” term. Note that the recall
of the algorithm is 89%, 78%. 89%, 79%, 90%, and 100%,
for IDN, ITM, ODN, PDO, SPL, and all other collections,
respectively.
For collection ITM, the algorithm misses 2 files. It is
due to our selection of values for the parameters used in
Step 3 and Step 7. These missed files (false negatives) have
names that match poorly with the name of the collection, and
access a table that has fewer fields than most other tables.
Therefore these two files do not pass the test in Step 3. Two
false negatives occurred for collection “Production Order” for
similar reasons. These kinds of files can be found by designing
a more sophisticated TF filter that assigns separate scores to
a file for each related table and then combines these scores in
a meaningful way to assign a final score to the file. Some of
other false negatives (e.g, one for “Indelivery Notes”, one for
“Outdelivery Notes”, one for “Production Order”, etc.) come
about because we did not use Step 10 while reporting the
results.
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Fig. 16. RW Filter with threshold 10.0 and 15.0. Maximum number of files shown is 200.
To summarize, in this section we described and evaluated
a preliminary semi-automated algorithm for matching collec-
tions to their implementations. With carefully chosen tuning
parameters we were able to achieve satisfactory performance
with respect to recall. More work is required to investigate
techniques to improve the precision of the approach.
VIII. RELATED WORK
Mining services from monolithic applications is a well-
researched area, with a number of approaches published in
the literature. These approaches can be classified broadly into
two categories, that we term as bottom-up service mining and
top-down service mining. In bottom-up service mining, the
focus is on extracting high level components from source code
and wrapping them as services without a prior model of the
required services. In the top-down service mining, which is the
approach followed in our work, the focus is on the business
domain and on identifying functionality in the monolithic code
matching abstract service descriptions in the model created by
the business domain experts.
The role of user recognizable components (i.e. concepts or
services) is described in the work of Rajlich and Wilde [17].
They discuss how the concepts (or services) help users in un-
derstanding the architecture of the software. They also present
the benefits of concept oriented program comprehension and
locating concepts instead of arbitrary high level components.
Concepts promote reuse also, since arbitrary clusters of soft-
ware modules do not have significant meaning for users and
therefore are difficult to reuse. A case study presented by
Haiduc and Marcus [18] show that the domain terms are
generally extensively used in the applications. In their study
they use the graph theory domain. They found in their study
that 42% domain terms were present in source code, out of
which 23% were present in the comments alone. But as we
observed in our study that JAllInOne (application under study)
has only one or two lines of meaningful comments (may
be even lesser in legacy systems) and there were very few
matching domain terms from the domain model contained in
these. It shows that the richness of comments and domain
terms in application may be dependent on domain or size. It
may also have to do with the fact that we used a real domain
model that was developed independently of the application,
and did not contain too many low-level domain terms, whereas
the domain model of Rajlich et al. was probably created by
the authors.
A number of approaches have been discussed in literature as
bottom-up approaches on identifying potential services from
source code. These include techniques based on software
clustering [19], [20], graph analysis [15], software metrics
[21], formal concept analysis [22] and analysis of design
documents [23]. One drawback however is that, since bottom-
up approaches do not start from a model of the required
services, the granularity and functionality of the services
identified depends on the underlying technology used, and
hence may not match the granularity and functionality as
required by the architect. In our approach, while we have
primarily followed a top-down approach, we have used aspects
of clustering and slicing to improve the precision.
Grosso et al. [24] infer a service for each database query
contained in the source code. Their services may or may not
be user recognizable. In fact as we observed in our case study
that a service may issue more than one database query and
that every query need not necessarily correspond to a domain
service.
Clustering and data mining techniques have also been used
by a series of papers including [20], [19], [25] to modu-
larize system or to identify the high level components. The
pioneer work of Wiggerts [26] gives the overview of most of
clustering approaches in software context. They also discuss
the components of a software which can be considered as the
entities to be clustered and the types of similarity measures
among them. All the bottom-up approaches based on software
clustering suffer with the problems associated with bottom-up
approaches like service-naming and granularity of services.
Another approach in the bottom-up category, abstracting the
classes as graph nodes and call-edges as the edges among
nodes is used by Li and Tahvildari [15]. In this technique
they present each entry point as a top-level service and later
by doing some graph transformations other components also
1) User creates a table of features, as in Fig. 12.
2) For each collection C, apply the TA filter, followed by
the TNA filter, to obtain a set of candidate seed files
CC .
3) For each file f in CC , add f to an initial “seed” source
files set MC ,
a) if f ’s score due to FN filter is in the top X1% of
scores among all files in CC , or
b) if f ’s score due to TF filter is in the top X1%
among all files in CC , or
c) if f ’s score due to each of the filters FN and TF
is in the top Y1% of scores among all files in CC .
4) Create a temporary set CT and add all files in MC to
it. (We use CT to store candidate files for expansion.)
5) Do (perform expansion)
a) Apply the FN filter and tune the threshold value
automatically so that at most X3 number of files
are returned by the filter. Add a file among these
to CT , if it is an immediate neighbour in the call
graph of a file already in CT .
b) Apply the TF filter similarly.
While no new files are added.
6) Create a candidate expansion set, CE = CT −MC .
7) For each file f in CE , add f to MC ,
a) if f ’s score due to FN filter is in the top X2% of
scores among all files in CE .
b) else if f ’s score due to TF filter is in the top X2%
among all files in CE .
c) if f ’s score due to each of the filters FN and TF
is in the top Y2% of scores among all files in CE .
8) Manually analyze files in MC and remove irrelevant files
from it.
9) Expand MC manually, by adding to it other files which
are closely related to MC in the call graph and are highly
relevant to C.
10) If a file f is called by or calls files in MC only, and is
not contained in the set MD of any other collection D,
then add f to MC .
11) Return MC as the output set implementing the given
collection C.
Fig. 17. A semi-automated algorithm to identify the implementation of a
collection C, using TA, TNA, FN and TF filters.
as low-level services. Later they show these services to users
to identify useful ones and assign meaningful names. As the
components identified are independent of user understanding
of services (domain concepts), therefore it may be difficult for
the users to assign meaningful names to the components. Also,
their technique doesn’t guarantee that the components neces-
sarily expose the services of adequate granularity. Whereas
our technique is uses the user directed concepts (i.e., business
entities or concepts) to mine service implementations, and
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Fig. 18. Performance of semi-automatic approach
therefore all the mined implementations correspond to user
recognizable services.
Briefly, in the bottom up approaches the goal is generally
to modularize the system as high level components, which are
not necessarily user recognizable. On the other hand our goal
is to identify user-recognizable high level components. The
problem with these approaches is also, that once they identify
some high level components without prior model then users
need to go through all these components to assign meaningful
names. Another problem is the granularity of services, most of
the time the granularity of services identified by bottom-up ap-
proaches do not match with the user recognizable granularity.
They end up with either finer or coarser granularity.
The second category, i.e., top-down service mining involves
matching natural language descriptions in a model or query
with source code artifacts. This comes under the purview of
the areas of concept assignment and feature location, which
predominantly use information retrieval (IR) techniques for
locating source code matching a given description expressed
in domain vocabulary. The use of Information Retrieval for
service identification started with the work of Biggerstaff et
al. [27]. In their approach, based on the features corresponding
to domain services (they use the term “concept”) they mark
manually the contiguous segments of code and present to
users as the implementing components. In the same year
Lanubile et al. [28] proposed the use of slicing for finding
the executable components corresponding to various services.
In their approach the user needs to mark the statements corre-
sponding to services required to be identified and by extracting
slices corresponding to these marked statements they find the
components. Harman et al. [16] later unified both and gave
an approach to extract executable slices corresponding to the
domain services. Our goal is different here in that instead
of identifying executable components our goal is to find the
service implementations having non-overlapping boundaries
with other service implementations, possibly by invoking
services from other implementations for its execution.
The work of Sindhgatta and Ponnalagu [29] is closely
related to ours. They propose an approach to locate com-
ponents that realize the services in existing systems. Their
approach mainly involves two steps; firstly they extract links
between service descriptions and source code implementa-
tions. For this they use the terms available in the model,
and input/output to the various services. They use Information
Retrieval methods (specifically use the tool Lucene) to match
the model terms with the program modules. In the second
step they use structural dependencies and some metrics to
rank the initial links, and ask the user to remove some of
these links for precision. The overall approach can be seen as
first finding the over-approximation of the implementation, and
then contraction with human support for precision. In contrast,
in our methodology we first find the seeds and then expand to
find the full implementation. There are two other differences
between our work and theirs. The first is, we have an extensive
manual case study, the results of which we use to derive a
heuristic. Secondly, we use a real domain model, developed
independently of the code. One observation we made as a
result of this, which is in contrast to what they observe, is that
there is not much overlap in domain terms between the model
and the code. Our observation was that finding the database
tables that are pertinent to a collection or not pertinent to it
(see filters TA and TNA) was a better way of matching the
model to the code.
Dynamic feature location is the technique proposed in the
work of Wilde and Scully [30]. Dynamic feature location
basically takes dynamic traces corresponding to the test cases
designed for various features. Then, by taking differences
of these traces figures out the computational units (code
components) corresponding to a particular feature (or service).
This work is later followed by Eisenbarth et al. [31], in which
they use a combination of dynamic analysis, static analysis
and concept lattice for a locating features in source code.
They use the term feature for what we call services. First,
they create scenarios and then generate traces corresponding
to these scenarios. By taking difference of the execution
traces and using static analysis find the computational units
(i.e. components realizing the services). Then they create a
concept lattice (using Formal Concept Analysis - FCA [32]) by
considering scenarios as attributes and computational units as
objects. Based on this concept lattice they associate a maximal
set of objects with every set of attributes in the lattice. Later,
find the computational units (code modules) corresponding to
various sets of attributes and associate them with the services.
For this approach to be useful in our setting first of all we need
to find the precise set of classes (or functions) corresponding
to the various scenarios, but as we showed in our manual
methodology (Fig. 6) that the execution traces generally do not
correspond to the specific features or services. They contain
other classes corresponding to supporting classes also which
make it difficult to associate the classes (or files) to any
particular service.
There are several other papers in this area which pre-
dominantly use Information Retrieval techniques to address
the problem of software maintenance and a few of them
aim to identify implementations corresponding to the service
descriptions. One of this kind of approach is given by Marcus
et al. [33] in which they use LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) to
find similarities between model and the source code modules.
It is mainly based on the terms available in the model and does
not use any other structural information related to programs,
like call graph, program flow etc.. Several other approaches
are given by researchers in the literature [23], [25], [34], [16],
[33], [17], [35] to locate service implementations mainly using
related terms along with some program flow information. But
as we show in Section VII that if the model or query is not
rich enough in related terms and if it is not in sync with the
developers terminology then the results may be not be good.
As we understand that enriching the model or query in related
terms and synchronizing these with programmers terminology
is quite difficult for the domain experts writing the model.
Whereas our methodology suggests use of heuristics which
are based on database tables and terminology extracted from
database information only to locate the service implementa-
tions instead of relying only on the related terms given in
model or query.
IX. FUTURE WORK
In the future we would like to undertake more case studies
to evaluate the performance of our methodology and heuristics
on more varied applications and domain models. In particular,
we would like to use larger, more complete domain models
(perhaps from domains other than ERP), as well as larger
applications. We will continue our efforts to locate legacy
applications, in order to tune our approach to the idioms they
normally exhibit. We will try to improve the rigor of our case
study and reduce subjectivity by having independent experts
review the results of our automated heuristics.
Parts of the methodology like seed-finding and expansion
need to be better understood, and automated further. We intend
to explore program analysis techniques to recover more and
richer features from the code, that will assist the matching.
We intend to explore information-retrieval techniques to both
reduce the burden on humans to provide inputs (e.g., related
tables and related words for each collection), and to resolve
ambiguities in finding the seeds of and fixing the bound-
aries of collection- and service-implementations. We need
to investigate intelligent ways to interactively accept human
insight during the semi-automated matching process. Finally,
we would like to study alternative techniques reported in the
literature, and to see if we can incorporate those techniques as
well as our own in a combined system (e.g., in a probabilistic
belief system).
X. CONCLUSION
In this report we presented a novel three-way matching and
validation methodology to identify implementations of desired
collections and services in an existing application. We pin-
pointed the issues which require subjective decisions during
the matching, as well as code-features that developers ought to
Abbrev. Manually Identified Heuristic-Algorithm
Name C Implementation (SC ) Output (MC )
CUST DeleteCustomersAction, UpdateCustomerAction, UpdateTaxableIncomesBean, LoadCustomerAction, DeleteCustomersAction,
ValidateCustomerCodeAction, InsertCustomerAction, InsertCustomerAction, LoadCustomersAction, UpdateCustomerAction,
LoadCustomersAction, LoadCustomerAction ValidateCustomerCodeAction, LoadOutDeliveryNoteAction,
CreateSaleDocFromEstimateAction, LoadOutDeliveryNotesAction,
IDN InsertInDeliveryNoteRowAction, LoadInDeliveryNotesAction, UpdateInDeliveryNoteAction, DeleteInDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
LoadInDeliveryNoteRowsAction, InsertInDeliveryNoteAction, InsertOutDeliveryNoteAction, LoadInDeliveryNotesAction,
UpdateInDeliveryNoteAction, DeleteInDeliveryNoteRowsAction, InsertInDeliveryNoteAction, LoadOutDeliveryNotesAction,
InsertInSerialNumbersBean, LoadInDeliveryNoteAction, LoadOutDeliveryNotesForSaleDocAction, InsertOutDeliveryNoteRowAction,
UpdateInDeliveryNoteRowsAction LoadInDeliveryNotesForPurchaseDocAction, LoadInDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
LoadInDeliveryNoteAction, InsertInDeliveryNoteRowAction,
LoadOutDeliveryNoteAction, UpdateInDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
UpdateOutDeliveryNoteAction, LoadOutDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
ITM InsertItemAction, LoadItemAction, InsertItemAction, LoadSupplierItemsAction, UpdateSaleDocRowAction,
InsertItemAttachedDocsAction, DeleteItemsAction, LoadMovementsAction, LoadPriceItemsAction, ValidateCustomerCodeAction,
UpdateItemAction, LoadItemsAction, LoadPurchaseDocAndDelivNoteRowsAction, ValidateVatCodeAction, LoadItemAction,
LoadItemAttachedDocsAction, ValidateItemCodeAction, UpdateItemAction, ValidatePriceItemCodeAction, LoadItemImplosionAction,
DeleteItemAttachedDocsAction ValidateItemCodeAction, ValidateSupplierItemCodeAction, LoadItemsAction,
LoadSupplierPriceItemsAction, LoadBillOfMaterialBean, ImportAllItemsAction,
LoadItemAvailabilitiesAction, LoadOrderedItemsAction, DeleteItemsAction,
ValidateSupplierPriceItemCodeAction, CreateInvoiceFromScheduledActivityAction,
LoadScheduledItemsAction, ImportAllItemsToSupplierAction,
LoadCallOutItemsAction, LoadItemAttachedDocsAction
ODN InsertOutSerialNumbersBean, UpdateOutDeliveryNoteAction, UpdateInDeliveryNoteAction, DeleteInDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
InsertOutDeliveryNoteRowAction, LoadOutDeliveryNotesAction, InsertOutDeliveryNoteAction, LoadInDeliveryNotesAction, LoadInDeliveryNoteAction,
DeleteOutDeliveryNoteRowsAction, LoadOutDeliveryNoteAction, InsertInDeliveryNoteAction, LoadOutDeliveryNotesAction, InsertInDeliveryNoteRowAction,
LoadOutDeliveryNoteRowsAction, UpdateOutDeliveryNoteRowsAction, LoadOutDeliveryNotesForSaleDocAction, InsertOutDeliveryNoteRowAction,
InsertOutDeliveryNoteAction LoadInDeliveryNotesForPurchaseDocAction, LoadInDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
LoadOutDeliveryNoteAction, UpdateInDeliveryNoteRowsAction,
UpdateOutDeliveryNoteAction, LoadOutDeliveryNoteRowsAction
PDO LoadProdOrderProductsAction, UpdateProdOrderAction, DeleteProdOrderProductsAction, UpdateProdOrderAction,
CloseProdOrderAction, CheckComponentsAvailabilityAction, CloseProdOrderAction, InsertProdOrderAction,
DeleteProdOrderProductsAction, InsertProdOrderAction, LoadProdOrderComponentsAction, LoadProdOrderAction,
LoadProdOrderAction, LoadProdOrderComponentsAction, UpdateProdOrderProductsAction, ConfirmProdOrderAction,
InsertProdOrderProductsAction, DeleteProdOrdersAction, LoadProdOrderProductsAction, InsertProdOrderProductsAction,
ConfirmProdOrderAction, CheckComponentsAvailabilityBean, LoadProdOrdersAction
UpdateProdOrderProductsAction, LoadProdOrdersAction
PO UpdatePurchaseDocAction, PurchaseDocTotalsBean, LoadPurchaseDocAction, ConfirmPurchaseOrderAction,
ConfirmPurchaseOrderAction, PurchaseDocTaxableIncomesBean, ValidatePurchaseDocNumberAction, UpdatePurchaseDocRowAction,
DeletePurchaseDocsAction, LoadPurchaseDocRowAction, DeletePurchaseDocsAction, ClosePurchaseDocAction, UpdatePurchaseDocAction,
InsertPurchaseDocAction, ValidatePurchaseDocNumberAction, InsertPurchaseDocAction, LoadPurchaseDocRowAction,
ClosePurchaseDocAction, LoadPurchaseDocBean, LoadPurchaseDocRowsAction, LoadPurchaseDocAndDelivNoteRowsAction,
LoadPurchaseDocRowsAction, PurchaseDocTotalsAction, LoadInDeliveryNotesForPurchaseDocAction, PurchaseDocTaxableIncomesBean,
LoadPurchaseDocsAction, InsertPurchaseDocRowAction, CreateInvoiceFromPurchaseDocAction, LoadPurchaseDocBean,
DeletePurchaseDocRowsAction, UpdatePurchaseDocRowAction, PurchaseDocTotalsAction, DeletePurchaseDocRowsAction,
LoadPurchaseDocAction PurchaseDocTotalsBean, LoadPurchaseDocsAction,
UpdateInQtysPurchaseOrderBean, InsertPurchaseDocRowAction,
SO ConfirmSaleDocAction, ValidateSaleDocNumberAction, DeleteSaleDocRowsAction, LoadSaleDocRowsAction, InsertSaleDocRowBean,
LoadSaleDocRowsBean, LoadSaleDocRowsAction, InsertSaleDocBean, InsertSaleDocChargesAction, LoadSaleDocActivitiesBean,
LoadSaleDocRowAction, InsertSaleSerialNumbersBean, ValidateSaleDocNumberAction, SaleDocTaxableIncomesBean, LoadSaleDocRowBean,
DeleteSaleDocsAction, DeleteSaleDocRowsAction, SaleItemTotalDiscountBean, InsertSaleDocActivityBean, CloseSaleDocAction,
CloseSaleDocAction, UpdateSaleDocRowAction, UpdateSaleDocTotalActivityBean, InsertSaleDocRowAction, LoadSaleDocActivitiesAction,
LoadSaleDocAndDelivNoteRowsAction, LoadSaleDocsAction, ConfirmSaleDocAction, SaleDocTotalsAction, CreateSaleDocFromEstimateAction,
InsertSaleDocAction, CreateSaleDocFromEstimateAction, LoadSaleDocDiscountsBean, InsertSaleSerialNumbersBean, LoadSaleDocDiscountsAction,
LoadSaleDocRowBean, LoadSaleDocBean, InsertSaleDocRowBean, UpdateOutQtysPurchaseOrderBean, LoadOutDeliveryNotesForSaleDocAction,
InsertSaleDocRowAction, LoadSaleDocAction, InsertSaleDocDiscountsAction, LoadSaleDocAndDelivNoteRowsAction, UpdateSaleDocAction,
UpdateSaleDocAction, InsertSaleDocBean UpdateOutQtysSaleDocBean, SaleItemTotalDiscountAction, ExportRetailSaleOnFileBean,
InsertSaleDocDiscountBean, InsertSaleDocRowDiscountsAction, LoadSaleDocRowAction,
UpdateSaleDocTotalDiscountBean, LoadSaleDocBean, LoadSaleDocsAction,
UpdateSaleDocTotalChargeBean, InsertSaleDocRowDiscountBean, UpdateSaleDocRowAction,
UpdateSaleItemTotalDiscountBean, DeleteSaleDocsAction, LoadSaleDocChargesBean,
InsertSaleDocChargeBean, LoadSaleDocChargesAction, LoadSaleDocRowsBean,
CreateInvoiceFromSaleDocAction, InsertSaleDocActivitiesAction,
LoadSaleDocAction, InsertSaleDocAction, LoadSaleDocRowDiscountsAction
SPL ValidatePricelistCodeAction, ChangePricelistAction, ValidatePriceItemCodeAction, ValidatePricelistCodeAction,
UpdatePricesAction, LoadPricelistAction, ChangePricelistAction, LoadPriceItemsAction, InsertPricelistsAction,
InsertPricesAction, UpdatePricelistsAction, ValidateSaleDocNumberAction, InsertPricesAction, UpdatePricesAction,
InsertPricelistsAction, LoadPricesAction, LoadSaleDocBean, LoadSaleDocsAction, UpdatePricelistsAction,
DeletePricesAction, DeletePricelistAction DeletePricelistAction, LoadPricelistAction, LoadPricesAction
SUPP InsertSupplierAction, ValidateSupplierCodeAction, UpdateSupplierAction, ValidateSupplierCodeAction,
LoadSuppliersAction, LoadSupplierAction, LoadSuppliersAction, InsertSupplierAction, LoadSupplierAction,
DeleteSuppliersAction, UpdateSupplierAction LoadSupplierPricesAction, DeleteSuppliersAction
Fig. 19. Manually identified implementation (SC ), and Heuristic algorithm output (MC ), for each of the nine collections
provide as input in order to make the methodology effective.
We made a set of observations from our study (e.g., we found
that TA and TNA filters are the most effective for matching,
in contrast with the domain terms which do not match much),
and then designed a semi-automated approach based on these
observations.
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